SU(2) re oupling and triangulation independen e
We work in the framework of TOCY spinfoams with

SU (2)

SU (2) gauge

group. The

lassi al limit of this model is known to be

BF topologi al eld theory with a tion

S[A, B] = tr

ˆ

B ∧ F (a).

M

Binor al ulus
Consider the fundamental (spin-1/2) irrep of
taking values in

{0, 1},

su(2).

We will denote obje ts belonging to this irrep with

A

ψ =



There are two tensorial obje ts that play a spe ial role in the

ψ0
ψ1



.

SU (2) re

oupling theory. The rst is the Krone ker delta

whi h is an always an invariant tensor under any symmetry group. The se ond is the antisymmetri
01
= 1:
tensor, or simply epsilon-tensor dened with ε01 = −ε

εAB = −εAB =
The epsilon-tensor is



0 1
−1 0



B
δA
,

spinorial Levi-Civita

.

SU (2)-invariant:
∀U ∈ SU (2) :

We will use the following in redibly
alled

apital latin indi es

i.e.

εAB U CA U DB = εCD .

onvenient graphi al notation, rst introdu ed by Roger Penrose in his do toral thesis,

binor al ulus.

Fundamental-irrep indi ex

ontra tions are denoted by

wires

(solid

urves). Free indi es (the ones we aren't summing

over) are denoted by a thi k point sitting on the end of the wire. Tensors are denoted by
to them. Covariant idi es
orrespond to the wires

orrespond to the wires

oming out from the bottom of the

ables

with wires

onne ted

ontravariant indi es
A
C
oming out from the top. For example, these are graphi al representations of ψ , ψA , XAB :

The Krone ker delta is represented by a straight wire, whi h means that the
the loose ends of wires:

The epsilon-tensors are represented by U-shaped

ontra tions:

1

able, while

ontra tion of indi es is represented by joining

The indi es of the epsilon-tensor always
For example,

This graphi al

onsider the following

ome from the left end of the wire to the right.

ontra tion:

al ulus has one drawba k though: it isn't topologi al.

Consider, for example, the same diagram with

twisted wire:

The diagram on the right
(twist). But the expression

an be smoothly transformed into the previous one by a single Reidemeister move of type I
hanges sign!

But it turns out (rst pointed out by Penrose) that we

an make the graphi al

al ulus topologi ally-invariant by altering

a single rule: we asso iate a minus sign to ea h planar interse tion of wires. The resulting
be topologi ally-invariant, meaning that we

an smoothly deform the wires,

al ulus indeed turns out to

hanging the expression that they represent,

but the value of this expression will always be equal to the value of the original expression.
In order to prove this, we have to

onsider all three Reidemeister moves (type I  twist , type II  poke  and type III  slide )

whi h are shown on the pi ture below:

Exer ise: prove this

laim by showing it true for ea h Reidemeister move

onsequently.

Skein relations and knot polynomials
Topologi ally-invariant

al ulus on wires is strongly onne ted to knot polynomials. It is of no surprise: onsider ongB
AB
δA
, εAB or ε
whi h doesn't have loose wires. In general, the wires lose to

urations with no tensorial obje ts besides
give a

link,

or a topologi al

For example,

olle tion of

knots.

The rules of the

onsider the simplest possible link, whi h is the

2

01

al ulus asso iate a numeri
knot or the

unknot :

value for the link.

This gives

−2

be ause of our denition of epsilon-tensors:

εAB εAB = ε01 ε01 + ε10 ε10 = (−1) + (−1) = −2.
Knot polynomials are spawned by a parti ular algebrai

relation

alled the

skein relation.

In our

ase, it is easy to prove

that

This two fa ts (the value of the unknot and the skein relation) are enough to
example, try
a

al ulate the value of any given link. For

al ulating the value for the trefoil knot, whi h will turn out to be

identally have the same value).

There is a

−2

(note how dierent knots might

ertain modi ation of the skein relation, the Kauman relation, whi h has to do with the quantum group

SUA (2):

Cal ulating the value of the trefoil knot gives the following knot polinomial:



1
Ktrefoil(A) = −2 1 + A + 2 ,
A
whi h for the

ase

A = −1

(binor

al ulus) gives the obtained above

trefoil knot diers from the one of the unknot

−2.

Note, however, that the knot polynomial for the

Kunknot(A) = −2
for the values of

A 6= −1.

Re oupling theory
We now present a slightly modied form of the binor

multiwire

First, we will denote by a straight
tensor produ ts of

n

al ulus, whi h is

labeled with

n

su(2)

is isomor

SU (2) re oupling theory.

n parallel binor wires.
j = n/2 as follows:

a system of

fundamental irreps, and also to spin-j irreps with

The spin-j irredu ible representation of

alled the

Multiwires

to the symmetrized tensor produ t of

n = 2j

orrespond to

fundamental

(spin-1/2) irreps.

An empty

able on the multiwire

where the sum is taken over the

orresponds to the antisymmetrization in all

n!

of binor wire permutations,

to the tangle of permuted binor wires denoted by
Intertwiners are denoted by points,

p.

onne ted with multiwires

|p|

n

indi es:

is the sign of the permutation

and

(p)

Pn

orresponds

orresponding to the irreps of the intertwiner. The expres-

sion for the trivalent intertwiner is given by the re oupling theory graphi al notation:

3

p

Here we've split the

n = a+b

binor wires,

m = a+c

and

p = b + c.

In

ase there is no su h splitting, the Clebsh-Gordon

onditions (quantum triangle inequality) are unsatised, and there is no intertwiner.
As an example of re oupling theory

omputation,

onsider the norm-squared of the 3-valent intertwiner:

Here we've omitted the (trivial) antisymmetrizer of the single binor wire.

Triangulation independen e of 2d BF theory
Consider the spinfoam amplitude of the parti ularly simple model: 2d

S[A, B] = tr

ˆ

SU (2)

BF theory given by the a tion

B · F (A).

M
The TOCY spinfoam model gives the folowing expression for the quantum amplitude of the spin network

Z(s) =

X Yˆ

{jf } e

dge ·

Y
f

s:

dim jf · tr [ρf (ge1 . . . gek )] .

In 2 spa etime dimensions, ea h edge of the spinfoam is bounded by two fa es. Thus, the edge integral gives the invariant
tensor

Pβα11βα22 (j1 , j2 ) =
and the pattern of
More

dge [Wj1 ]

α1
β1

(ge ) · [Wj2 ]

α2
β2

(ge ),

ontra tions is given by the topology of the triangle.

on retely, by representing

at the following

ˆ

Pβα11βα22 (j1 , j2 )

in the re oupling theory notation by a

ontra tion pattern in the spinfoam vertex:

4

able of re oupled wires, we arrive

The wires are labeled with irreps and

orrespond to the three in ident fa es to the vertex.

The proje tion symbols

orrespond to the three in ident edges.
The partition fun tion of the TOCY model, for a given triangulation

Let's

al ulate this for a

δj,j ′

of spa etime, is given by

losed surfa e without boundary. For this we have to give the proje tion operator in terms of

re oupling theory graphi al

The delta symbol

∆

al ulations:

in this expression is ne essary be ause there

ould be no 2-valent intertwiners unless

invariant tensor with two indi es is proportional to the epsilon-tensor, and the proportionality
taking the tra e and plugging it into the normalization

j = j′.

The only

oe ient is determined by

ondition for the intertwiner. This gives a square root

√
2j + 1,

whi h gets squared be ause we've got two U-shaped intertwiners in the proje tion operator.
Now we

an tra e how re oupled wires behave in the general spinfoam amplitude. The rst observation is: all spins must

be equal to ea h other (otherwise the delta symbol would

an el the amplitude). The se ond observation is: the generi

pattern of the re oupled wires on the 2d surfa e is given by the following pi ture:

We arrive at the following

1. The

on lusion:

ontra tion of spin-j re oupled wires gives a fa tor of

2j + 1

for ea h vertex of the spinfoam, or, equivalently,

for ea h point of the triangulation.
2. The normalization in the denominator of the intertwiner gives a fa tor of

(2j + 1)−1

for ea h edge of the spinfoam,

or, equivalently, for ea h segment of the triangulation.
3. The dimension of the representation

dρ

gives a fa tor of

2j + 1

for ea h fa e of the spinfoam, or, equivalently, for

ea h triangle of the triangulation.

We arrive at the following formula for the partition fun tion of the quantum BF theory:

Z(∆) =

X

(2j + 1)Np −Ns +Nt =

X
j

j

5

(2j + 1)χ ,

where

Np

is the number of points in

is the Euler

hara teristi

∆, Ns

is the number of segments,

Nt

is the number of triangles, and

χ = Np − Ns + Nt

of the triangulation, whi h is known to be triangulation-independent. It only depends on the

genus of the surfa e whi h is triangulated.
Thus we've proven that TOCY partition fun tion is triangulation-independent in 2 spa etime dimensions. The apparatus
of Loop Quantum Gravity

an be repla ed with a smooth, rened ba kground-independent quantum BF theory to give

amplitudes between geometri
The partition fun tion

states

orresponding to global topologi al tegrees of freedom.

an be assigned to manifolds, not triangulations.

Triangulating spa etime and using spinfoam

formalism is just an intermediate step.
This is a dening feature of all topologi al eld theories. For instan e, it is possible to prove (I hope to prove it later) that
BF theory is triangulation-independent in

any

number of spa etime dimensions. However, physi ally relevant theories like

General Relativity in 4D have lo al degrees of freedom, and spinfoam amplitudes be ome dependent on the triangulation.
There is still strong numeri al eviden e supporting the

laim that the

redu es to General Relativity though.
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lassi al limit is triangulation-independent and

